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Explore the title… what we will read about?
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Artificial intelligence (AI) is the capability of a computer system to mimic human 
cognitive functions such as learning and problem-solving. Through AI, a computer 
system uses math and logic to simulate the reasoning that people use to learn from new 
information and make decisions.

Explore the title… what we will read about?
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Bulk RNA-seq captures the average of expression profiles of thousands of cells, while 
single-cell RNA-seq allows the capture of individual measurements.

Explore the title… what we will read about?
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Precision oncology is the molecular profiling of tumours to identify targetable alterations. 
The goal of precision medicine is to deliver the personalised treatment to each 
patient.

Explore the title… what we will read about?
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Explore the authors… do you know someone?
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Search the date… is it recent?
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…

Notice the number of references
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Are there any keywords?
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What’s heterogeneity in cancer? Heterogeneity between: Tumor types
Patients sharing the same tumor type

Different clones in the same tumor

Are there any keywords?
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Understand the abstract
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1st paragraph AI progression, importance and limitations in precision medicine

Dive into the introduction
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AI to resolve cancer heterogeneity

Dive into the introduction

2nd paragraph
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Transcriptomics & AI to find biomarkers

Dive into the introduction

3rd paragraph
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What we will and will not find while reading the paper

Dive into the introduction

4th paragraph
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Figures and tables
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Conclusions

1st extract
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2nd extract

Conclusions
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3rd extract

Conclusions
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Conclusions
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Conclusions
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2. AI in the Era of Transcriptomic Big Data


3. Managing the Heterogeneity of Cancer Transcriptomes


3.1 Batch-Correction of Technical Heterogeneity


3.2 Dimensionality Reduction Approaches


	 3.2.1 Feature Extraction


	 3.2.2 Feature Selection


3.3 Data Distribution Transformation


3.4 Data Reconstruction: The Sparsity Issue


4. AI Mining of Cancer Transcriptomes


4.1 Assessing Inter-Tumor Heterogeneity: Classification 

of Cancer Subtypes


4.2 Deciphering Intra-Tumor Heterogeneity
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	 4.2.2 Assessment of TME (i.e. Tumor 

MicroEnvironment)


4.3 Biomarker Identification


4.4 Prediction of Patient Survival


4.5 Identification of Neoepitopes


5. Conclusions

Paper structure
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2. AI in the era of transcriptomic big data 

This is a general chapter, linked to figure 1 and 2, in which the relation 
between AI and Big Data in transcriptomics is explained.


What does we mean with “Big Data”?



VERACITY

FOUR V’S 
OF 

BIG DATA

THE 

VARIETYVOLUME

300%

2005 2020

~40 ZETTABITES

~30 BILLION 
PIECES 

OF CONTENTS

150 EXABITES

400 MILLION
TWEETS

VELOCITY

~18 BILLION NETWORK 
CONNECTIONS

$3.1 TRILLION A YEAR
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AI is fundamental for the processing of Big Data

mailto:matteo.cereda1@unimi.it


High Volume       large file sizes with lots of observations 

Wide Variety      lots of different types 

High Velocity     accumulating at a high rate 

Compromised Veracity      variable quality that must be dealt 
otherwise downstream analyses will be compromised. 
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4Vs

mailto:matteo.cereda1@unimi.it


VERACITY

FOUR V’S 
OF 

BIG DATA

THE 

VARIETYVOLUME

VELOCITY

DNA-seq CHIP-seq

ATAC-seq

RNA-seq CLIP-seq

others…

 ICGC 
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Big Data in biology

mailto:matteo.cereda1@unimi.it
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As a review is nothing without its citations, in each chapter from 
here on we will explore one of them (instead of reading the 
review’s text itself). 


Before diving into individual papers focusing on RNA-
sequencing and AI, let’s make a general introduction.



The idea of ML: how it was born…

The founding principle of ML is to emulate the functioning of biological neuron

First ML approach… the perceptron

33



Then perceptron evolved…

And evolved again…

… and developed

34



Machine Learning methods

35



Supervised Learning

In supervised learning data are labelled. Each point must present features (or 
covariates) and a label. The goal is to learn a function that maps covariates into the  
label.

36

Examples of supervised learning methods are Support Vectors Machines (SVMs).



Examples of unsupervised learning methods are Convolutional Neural Networks, 
Autoencoders and Deep Neural Networks.

Unsupervised learning is an algorithm that tries learning patterns from non-labelled 
data. The algorithm is, therefore, forced to build a simplified representation of data, 
retrieving information from them.

37

Unsupervised Learning



What are we able to do using machine learning in bioinformatics?

0123456789();: 

presence of edges in input images at various orientations 
on a fine scale, and then the deeper layers use combi-
nations of edge detectors to identify higher- level image 
parts such as ears, nose and mouth28. Analogously, in 
sequence- to- activity models, first- layer neurons may 
learn short subsequences that represent TF binding 
motifs, and the deeper layers construct various combina-
tions of these motifs as composite features that are useful 
for prediction of cell- type- specific chromatin states11.

Two main method categories for model- based inter-
pretation can be considered. The simplest approach 
directly examines the activity of hidden neurons to 
extract a set of relevant features. The second approach 
initially trains models with an attention mechanism, 
which directly yields a measure of relevance per input 
feature through a set of learned attention weights. In 
this section, we describe how these approaches can be 
applied to sequence- to- activity models to understand 
individual features that are learned by the first layer of 

the network, and in the ‘Identifying interactions between 
features’ section (below) we describe approaches to iden-
tify combinations of features learned in deeper network 
layers.

Interpreting first- layer convolutional nodes. In a con-
volutional sequence- to- activity model, first- layer neu-
rons (filters) capture short sequence motifs, encoded 
in convolutional weight matrices. Mathematically, the 
operations performed by application of convolutional 
weight matrices to sequence are equivalent to scanning 
the sequence with a position- weight matrix (PWM) 
(FIG. 2a). Thus, one can apply a simple transformation 
(called softmax) to a convolutional weight matrix to 
derive a position frequency matrix (PFM)13 that quan-
tifies position- dependent nucleotide frequencies, and 
further scaling and log- transformation enables visual-
ization of the matrix associated with a filter as a stand-
ard PWM29 (which quantifies the log likelihood of each 
nucleotide in the motif represented by the correspond-
ing convolutional matrix). However, unconstrained 
learning of weight values may create scaling issues that 
render this approach less effective. In practice, a more 
common strategy is to search for subsequences that acti-
vate a given filter above a chosen threshold and directly 
construct a PWM based on the alignment of the set of 
activating subsequences (FIG. 2b). One can use the entire 
input dataset to search for maximally activating subse-
quences, or solve a more general optimization problem 
that searches among all possible subsequences of length 
m for those that maximally activate a given filter30,31. 
These PWMs can then be annotated by comparing 
them with known TF binding profiles in databases such 
as JASPAR and Cis- BP32,33. Although there is no guaran-
tee that CNN filters resemble known TF binding motifs, 
previous work has shown that the learned PWMs typ-
ically do so. For example, when CNNs were applied to 
assay for transposase- accessible chromatin sequencing 
(ATAC- seq) data across various immune cells, most 
learned PWMs mapped to known TF binding motifs 
that have prominent roles in immune cell differentiation, 
including motifs for PAX5, EBF1 and LEF1 (REF.11). Other 
studies have shown similar results8,12.

Because neural networks are over- parameterized by 
design, the mere presence of a PWM does not imply that 
it is a predictive, interesting or useful feature. Therefore, 
we need to measure the contribution of the PWM to the 
model’s predictions8,11,18. In the node- based strategy, this 
is achieved by nullifying (or ablating) each filter in turn 
and measuring the impact of such nullification on the 
model’s predictions (FIG. 2c). Intuitively, if an influential 
filter is nullified, then the network’s prediction(s) should 
be significantly altered. The impact of filter nullifica-
tion can be measured for each input example, giving a 
local interpretation. To form a global interpretation, the 
simplest approach is to average the local interpretations.

Node- based strategies are reductionist approaches to 
understanding a complex system, with the core assump-
tion that individual units are independently interpreta-
ble on their own. However, because DNNs are usually 
trained to be robust to drop- out34,35 of individual neu-
rons, in practice, an important pattern may be captured 

Regulatory element
Region in genomic DNA that 
can contribute to gene 
regulation.

Attention mechanism
A component of a neural 
network that can learn to 
adaptively prioritize (that is, 
pay attention to) certain parts 
of an input by weighting.

Attention weights
Weights learned by the 
attention mechanism.

Drop- out
A form of regularization 
typically used during training 
of neural networks in which 
activations from subsets of 
hidden units are zeroed out.

Box 1 | Regulatory genomics: research in gene regulation

Understanding the control of gene transcription is crucial to understanding many 
aspects of cellular biology. Multiple biochemical mechanisms influence gene transcrip-
tion, including the structure of chromatin, the binding of transcription factors (TFs) to 
DNA, the components of the RNA polymerase (RNA Pol) complex and the actions of  
proteins that interact with the above87 (see the figure). At a higher level, studies  
explore the different types of regulatory element within the genome such as promoters, 
from which RNA transcription is initiated, and distal regulatory elements such as enhanc-
ers, which confer patterns of specificity upon promoters88,89. Owing to the crucial role of 
gene regulation in controlling the phenotype of cells90, new technologies for measuring 
cellular properties related to gene regulation are constantly emerging, providing higher 
resolution and broader coverage, which have transformed the data landscape of the 
field. At the core of experimental studies are assays that quantify the structure of chro-
matin (for example, Hi- C)91, the accessibility of chromatin (for example, DNase hyper-
sensitivity, and assay for transposase- accessible chromatin sequencing (ATAC- seq))89,  
and the presence of proteins or modified forms of proteins at specific locations along the 
DNA92 (for example, chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by sequencing (ChIP–seq) 
for TFs or histone modifications, or many specialized forms of ChIP–seq, such as ChIP–exo).  
As measurements across an entire tissue capture heterogeneous mixtures of cell  
types, these technologies are increasingly applied to isolated cell types and more 
recently at single- cell level. Deep learning methods have been propelled to the forefront 
of the analysis of such data as their size and complexity continue to expand1,3,4,93,94. 
Common questions pursued by researchers include the identification of and interplay 
between regulatory sequences within the genome that are active in a particular cell or 
cell context7,8,11, the locations of TF binding sites within such regions, the identity of and 
cooperative interplay between TFs to derive a given cell state16, the 3D structure of  
chromatin in the nucleus and much more20.

RNA Pol II

RNA

Transcription
start site

Transcription initiation
complex factors

Transcription
factors

Distal regulatory element

Inactive
regulatory
element 

Proximal
regulatory
element

TF binding sites
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E DEEP THOUGHTS
Deep-learning algorithms take many forms. Steve Finkbeiner’s lab used a convolutional neural network (CNN) 
such as this one to identify, with high accuracy, dead neurons in a population of live and dead cells. 

The network is trained using 
several hundred thousand 
annotated images of live and 
dead cells.

Over multiple iterations, the network discovers patterns in the data 
that can distinguish live from dead cells. Convolutional layers 
identify structural features of the images, which are integrated in 
fully connected layers.

Challenged with 
unlabelled images, the 
network assigns each 
cell as alive or dead 
with high accuracy. 

Live

Dead

INPUT TRAINING AI

APPLICATION

Convolutional layers Fully connected layers

Dead

Live

Live

New
image

Classi!er 

Images of neurons

Trained
CNN

Combining layers of 
di!erent structure lets 
the network adapt to 
recognize images of 
varying type and clarity.

Deep-learning tools could also help research-
ers to stratify disease types, understand disease 
subpopulations, find new treatments and match 
them with the appropriate patients for clinical 
testing and treatment. Finkbeiner, for instance, 
is part of a consortium called Answer ALS, an 
effort to combine a range of data — genomics, 
transcriptomics, epigenomics, proteomics, 
imaging and even pluripotent stem-cell biology 
— from 1,000 people with the neurodegenera-
tive disease amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (also 
called motor neuron disease). “For the first 
time, we’ll have a data set where we can apply 
deep learning and look at whether deep learning 
can uncover a relationship between the things 
we can measure in a dish around a cell, and 
what’s happening to that patient,” he says. 

CHALLENGES AND CAUTIONS
For all its promise, deep learning poses signifi-
cant challenges, researchers warn. As with any 
computational-biology technique, the results 
that arise from algorithms are only as good 
as the data that go in. Overfitting a model to 
its training data is also a concern. In addition, 
for deep learning, the criteria for data quantity 
and quality are often more rigorous than some 
experimental biologists might expect. 

Deep-learning algorithms have required 
extremely large data sets that are well anno-
tated so that the algorithms can learn to distin-
guish features and categorize patterns. Larger, 
clearly labelled data sets — with millions of 

data points representing different experi-
mental and physiological conditions — give 
researchers the most flexibility for training an 
algorithm. Finkbeiner notes that algorithm 
training in his work improves significantly 
after about 15,000 examples. Those high-
quality ‘ground truth’ data can be exceptionally 
hard to come by, says Carpenter. 

To circumvent this challenge, researchers 
have been working on ways to train more with 
less data. Advances in the underlying algo-
rithms are allowing the neural networks to use 
data much more efficiently, Carpenter says, 
enabling training on just a handful of images 
for some applications. Scientists can also exploit 
transfer learning, the ability of neural networks 
to apply classification prowess acquired from 
one data type to another type. For example, 
Finkbeiner’s team has developed an algorithm 
that it initially taught to predict cell death on 
the basis of morphology changes. Although the 
researchers trained it to study images of rodent 
cells, it achieved 90% accuracy the first time it 
was exposed to images of human cells, improv-
ing to 99% as it gained experience. 

For some of its biological image-recognition 
work, Google Accelerated Science uses algo-
rithms that were initially trained on hundreds 
of millions of consumer images mined from 
the Internet. Researchers then refine that train-
ing, using as few as several hundred biological 
images similar to the ones they wish to study. 

Another challenge with deep learning is that 

the computers are both unintelligent and lazy, 
notes Michelle Dimon, a research scientist at 
Google Accelerated Science. They lack the 
judgement to distinguish biologically relevant 
differences from normal variation. “The com-
puter is shockingly good at finding batch varia-
tion,” she notes. As a result, obtaining data that 
will be fed into a deep-learning algorithm often 
means applying a high bar for experimental 
design and controls. Google Accelerated Sci-
ence requires researchers to place controls 
randomly on cell-culture plates to account for 
subtle environmental factors such as incubator 
temperature, and to use twice as many controls 
as a biologist might otherwise run. “We make 
it hard to pipette,” Dimon quips. 

This hazard underscores the importance 
of biologists and computer scientists working 
together to design experiments that incorpo-
rate deep learning, Dimon says. And that care-
ful design has become even more important 
with one of Google’s latest projects: Contour, 
a strategy for clustering cellular-imaging data 
in ways that highlight trends (such as dose 
responses) instead of putting them into spe-
cific categories (such as alive or dead). 

Although deep-learning algorithms can eval-
uate data without human preconceptions and 
filters, Greene cautions, that doesn’t mean they 
are unbiased. Training data can be skewed — as 
happens, for example, when genomic data only 
from northern Europeans are used. Deep-learn-
ing algorithms trained on such data will acquire 
embedded biases and reflect them in their pre-
dictions, which could in turn lead to unequal 
patient care. If humans help to validate these 
predictions, that provides a potential check on 
the problem. But such concerns are troubling if 
a computer alone is left to make key decisions. 
“Thinking of these methods as a way to aug-
ment humans is better than thinking of these 
methods as replacing humans,” Greene says.

And then there’s the challenge of under-
standing exactly how these algorithms are 
building the characteristics, or features, that 
they use to classify data in the first place. Com-
puter scientists are attacking this question by 
changing or shuffling individual features in a 
model and then examining how those tweaks 
change the accuracy of predictions, says Polina 
Mamoshina, a research scientist at Insilico 
Medicine in Baltimore, Maryland, which uses 
deep learning to improve drug discovery. But 
different neural networks working on the same 
problem won’t approach it in the same way, 
Greene cautions. Researchers are increasingly 
focusing on algorithms that make both accu-
rate and explainable predictions, he says, but 
for now the systems remain black boxes.

“I  don’t  think highly explainable 
deep-learning models are going to come on 
the scene in 2018, though I’d love to be wrong,” 
Greene says. ■

Sarah Webb is a freelance writer in 
Chattanooga, Tennessee.
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Let’s go back on our way… AI applied in RNA-seq analyses
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3. Managing the Heterogeneity of Cancer Transcriptomes 
 

Cit. 49

https://www.nature.com/articles/
s41467-020-15851-3 

3.1 Batch-Correction of Technical Heterogeneity 
 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-020-15851-3
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-020-15851-3
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3. Managing the Heterogeneity of Cancer Transcriptomes 
 

3.1 Batch-Correction of Technical Heterogeneity 
 Cit. 49
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Fig. 1 Fig. 4

3. Managing the Heterogeneity of Cancer Transcriptomes 
 

Cit. 49
3.1 Batch-Correction of Technical Heterogeneity 
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3.2 Dimensionality reduction approaches 
3.2.1 Feature Extraction 
 Cit. 93

https://www.nature.com/articles/
s41467-020-17678-4 

3. Managing the Heterogeneity of Cancer Transcriptomes 
 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-020-17678-4
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-020-17678-4
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3. Managing the Heterogeneity of Cancer Transcriptomes 
 

3.2 Dimensionality reduction approaches 
3.2.1 Feature Extraction 
 Cit. 93
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Fig. 1

3. Managing the Heterogeneity of Cancer Transcriptomes 
 

3.2 Dimensionality reduction approaches 
3.2.1 Feature Extraction 
 Cit. 93
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https://bmcbioinformatics.biomedcentral.com/articles/
10.1186/s12859-018-2400-2 

3. Managing the Heterogeneity of Cancer Transcriptomes 
 

3.2 Dimensionality reduction approaches 
3.2.1 Feature Selection 
 Cit. 55

https://bmcbioinformatics.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12859-018-2400-2
https://bmcbioinformatics.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12859-018-2400-2
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3. Managing the Heterogeneity of Cancer Transcriptomes 
 

3.2 Dimensionality reduction approaches 
3.2.1 Feature Selection 
 Cit. 55
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Fig. 6

3. Managing the Heterogeneity of Cancer Transcriptomes 
 

3.2 Dimensionality reduction approaches 
3.2.1 Feature Selection 
 Cit. 55
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3.3 Data distribution transformation 
 Cit. 104

https://academic.oup.com/bib/article/
17/5/758/2261412 

3. Managing the Heterogeneity of Cancer Transcriptomes 
 

https://academic.oup.com/bib/article/17/5/758/2261412
https://academic.oup.com/bib/article/17/5/758/2261412
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3. Managing the Heterogeneity of Cancer Transcriptomes 
 

3.3 Data distribution transformation 
 Cit. 104
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Fig. 2

3. Managing the Heterogeneity of Cancer Transcriptomes 
 

3.3 Data distribution transformation 
 Cit. 104
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3. Managing the Heterogeneity of Cancer Transcriptomes 
 

3.3 Data distribution transformation 
 An example of expression distribution discretisation… The Gene Set Enrichment Class Analysis (GSECA)
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https://www.nature.com/articles/
s41598-018-34688-x 

3. Managing the Heterogeneity of Cancer Transcriptomes 
 

3.4 Data reconstruction: the sparsity issue 
 Cit. 59

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-018-34688-x
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-018-34688-x
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3. Managing the Heterogeneity of Cancer Transcriptomes 
 

3.4 Data reconstruction: the sparsity issue 
 Cit. 59
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Fig. 1

3. Managing the Heterogeneity of Cancer Transcriptomes 
 

3.4 Data reconstruction: the sparsity issue 
 Cit. 59
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4. AI mining of cancer transcriptomes 
 

https://www.nature.com/articles/
s41467-019-10898-3 

3.4 Assessing inter-tumor heterogeneity: classification of cancer 
subtypes 
 Cit. 111

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-019-10898-3
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-019-10898-3
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4. AI mining of cancer transcriptomes 
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Fig. 1

4. AI mining of cancer transcriptomes 
 

3.4 Assessing 
inter-tumor 
heterogeneity: 
classification 
of cancer 
subtypes 
 Cit. 111
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4.2 Deciphering intra-tumor heterogeneity 
4.2.1 Defining Cell Types and Clones
Cit. 70

https://genomebiology.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/
s13059-019-1922-x 

4. AI mining of cancer transcriptomes 
 

https://genomebiology.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s13059-019-1922-x
https://genomebiology.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s13059-019-1922-x
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4. AI mining of cancer transcriptomes 
 

Cit. 70

4.2 Deciphering intra-tumor heterogeneity 
4.2.1 Defining Cell Types and Clones
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Fig. 2

4. AI mining of cancer transcriptomes 
 

Cit. 70
Fig. 1

4.2 Deciphering intra-tumor heterogeneity 
4.2.1 Defining Cell Types and Clones
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https://www.nature.com/articles/
s41467-020-20059-6 

4. AI mining of cancer transcriptomes 
 

4.2 Deciphering intra-tumor heterogeneity 
4.2.2 Assessment of TME
Cit. 22

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-020-20059-6
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-020-20059-6
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4. AI mining of cancer transcriptomes 
 

4.2 Deciphering intra-tumor heterogeneity 
4.2.2 Assessment of TME
Cit. 22
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4. AI mining of cancer transcriptomes 
 

4.2 Deciphering intra-tumor heterogeneity 
4.2.2 Assessment of TME
Cit. 22

Supplementary Fig. 17
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4. AI mining of cancer transcriptomes 
 

4.3 Biomarker Identification
Cit. 33

https://journals.plos.org/
ploscompbiol/article?id=10.1371/
journal.pcbi.1006826 

https://journals.plos.org/ploscompbiol/article?id=10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006826
https://journals.plos.org/ploscompbiol/article?id=10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006826
https://journals.plos.org/ploscompbiol/article?id=10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006826
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4. AI mining of cancer transcriptomes 
 

4.3 Biomarker Identification
Cit. 33
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4. AI mining of cancer transcriptomes 
 

Cit. 33
4.3 Biomarker Identification

Fig. 04
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4. AI mining of cancer transcriptomes 
 

4.4 Prediction of Patient Survival
Cit. 117

https://projecteuclid.org/journals/
annals-of-applied-statistics/
volume-2/issue-3/Random-survival-
forests/10.1214/08-AOAS169.full 

https://projecteuclid.org/journals/annals-of-applied-statistics/volume-2/issue-3/Random-survival-forests/10.1214/08-AOAS169.full
https://projecteuclid.org/journals/annals-of-applied-statistics/volume-2/issue-3/Random-survival-forests/10.1214/08-AOAS169.full
https://projecteuclid.org/journals/annals-of-applied-statistics/volume-2/issue-3/Random-survival-forests/10.1214/08-AOAS169.full
https://projecteuclid.org/journals/annals-of-applied-statistics/volume-2/issue-3/Random-survival-forests/10.1214/08-AOAS169.full
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4.4 Prediction of Patient Survival
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4. AI mining of cancer transcriptomes 
 

4.4 Prediction of Patient Survival
Cit. 117

Fig. 01
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4. AI mining of cancer transcriptomes 
 

4.5 Identification of Neoepitopes
Cit. 78

https://www.nature.com/
articles/
s41587-019-0280-2 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41587-019-0280-2
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41587-019-0280-2
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41587-019-0280-2
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4. AI mining of cancer transcriptomes 
 

4.5 Identification of Neoepitopes
Cit. 78
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4. AI mining of cancer transcriptomes 
 

4.5 Identification of Neoepitopes
Cit. 78 Fig. 01


